
Hello!

Good things going 

on there, I hope?  

Thanks for checking 

out the DSBP news 

front for OCTOBER 

2004! There's new 

releases, upcom-

ing projects, and a 

new signing included 

in this newsletter.  

Inside, you'll also 

find news about our 

current money-saving 

specials.  Check 'em 

out and visit the web-

site for even more 

info!

Tommy T.

dsbp@dsbp.cx

Run Level Zero
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Type001

DSBP

Diverje vs. Soul Circuit

Frequency Construct

TYPE001’s debut album ‘MULTI-TRACK 
ALIGNMENT’ is certainly like no other 
Electro/Industrial/EBM album that has 
been released lately, containing high-speed 
saturated tracks as well as the occasional 
moody, somber, and atmospheric pieces.

A full on electronic effort with the intense 
lyrical/vocal delivery that RLZ is known for.  
"WALK THE PSYCHO(PATH)," the 2nd album 
from RLZ seems more refined and catchier 
overall.  True electro-industrial music with 
a wide range of tempos, sounds and lyrical 
content.

WWW.DSBP.CX

The result of a new DSBP Records ex-
periment in music, "STRONGER" is a very 
unique collaboration album, combining the 
harsh electro-industrial stylings of DSBP 
Records powerhouse DIVERJE, with the 
quirky harpsichord-driven darkwave stylings 
of independant artist SOUL CIRCUIT.

Visit us on the web at
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"DEVIANT BEHAVIOUR" is dark and melodic 
electro-industrial music with a balanced 
mix of old and new sounds and influences. 
Each track stands on its own with perfectly 
placed melodies, synthetic elements and 
memorable choruses.  60 minutes of solid, 
catchy, and classic electro-industrial music!

Latest Releases



The theme-based project was formed by Vince Pujol in 2002 as 
a side project to E.S.R. and to focus mainly on SCI-FI sounds, 
samples, and electronics that belong in the minds and mov-
ies of the future.  Tommy T. joined on in 2004 and has been 
involved in half the tracks for the album with synth program-
ming, samples, and vocals on a couple as well.  Vince handles 
most of the vocals on this release but don’t expect him to be 
human in voice!

http://www.electrosyntheticrebellion.com

The 2nd E.S.R. release "PERSISTENCE" 
on DSBP is a logical progression and 
has some mindblowing electro-indus-
trial anthems ready to be discovered.  
Beautifally sequenced, and club ready 
tracks, and some classic influence.  A 
thick and authentic sound with nicely 
filtered vocals and lyrics which are 
socially and politically aware in this 
current “mad world”...

This album builds upon the brilliance 
of “corroded fragments” which was 
released last year on DSBP, and brings 
even more power, sizzling synthetics 
and rich audio  mastering to the fore-
front.  13 tracks in all, including 9 new 
titles.  A FRONT LINE ASSEMBLY cover 
of “mindphaser”, and remixes by AUS-
PEX, LEXINCRYPT, and DIVERJE.

This album has taken us awhile to re-
lease because of several reasons, but 
we recently have secured a EUROPEAN 
label partner and distribution part-
ner as well so, we have waited till all 
contracts are signed and figured out.   
So, you will be able to get E.S.R. world 
wide through DSBP in North America, 
and BLACK FLAMES as our European li-
censor and  E-NOXE/ALIVE! as the new 
DSBP EUROPEAN distributors!!

We are hoping to get this deal with 
BLACK FLAMES going for more of our
releases as well, as they also share a 
passion for the DSBP sound and label
bands here, thanks Radek and BLACK 
FLAMES!

E.S.R.

New Signing!
Bio-Mechanical
Degeneration

Well, I think B.M.D. was already in the family with his solo proj-
ect ELECTRO-SYNTHETIC REBELLION (E.S.R.)!! this project unites 
the electro-industrial brothers Vince Pujol (E.S.R.) and Tommy T. 
(DIVERJE, in-FUSED) with a more SCI-FI electro-industrial project, 
mixing in about 50% instrumentals and vocal based Cyborgian 

tracks that will set dance floors alight as well as secluded areas for 
the aliens to land and colonize.  Music for the mind and body here!  
We think this will be a nice addition to the electro-industrial scene, 

looking into the future!

Cyberage Radio
www.cyberage.cx



The theme-based project was formed by Vince Pujol in 2002 as 
a side project to E.S.R. and to focus mainly on SCI-FI sounds, 
samples, and electronics that belong in the minds and mov-
ies of the future.  Tommy T. joined on in 2004 and has been 
involved in half the tracks for the album with synth program-
ming, samples, and vocals on a couple as well.  Vince handles 
most of the vocals on this release but don’t expect him to be 
human in voice!

http://www.dsbp.cx/liquefaction

Kindel’s 2nd album on the DSBP label 
is a nice progression from “Chrysalis” 
and will carve her own identity into the 
electronic scene.  This album is very 
diverse, richly textured and well pro-
duced.  She mixes a cohesive set of 
electronic, industrial, rock, ethereal, 
string sounds and plenty of intresting 
samples, beautifully harmonic female 
vocals, with true emotion.The tracks 
are very catchy and memorable and will 
have you singing along with.  You can 
hear influences from the past mixing in 
with the futuristic style overall.

A thematic album with alot of details 
and dancy tracks as well as melodic 
instrumental music.  Remixes from 
E.S.R, and TECNOMAN S.F., plus an 
incredible cover version of “Don’t Fear 
the Reaper” (BLUE OYSTER CULT)  This 
one is ready for the manufacturers as 
well, and will be out in a month or so 
we hope!!

Liquefaction

New Signing!
Bio-Mechanical
Degeneration

Well, I think B.M.D. was already in the family with his solo proj-
ect ELECTRO-SYNTHETIC REBELLION (E.S.R.)!! this project unites 
the electro-industrial brothers Vince Pujol (E.S.R.) and Tommy T. 
(DIVERJE, in-FUSED) with a more SCI-FI electro-industrial project, 
mixing in about 50% instrumentals and vocal based Cyborgian 

tracks that will set dance floors alight as well as secluded areas for 
the aliens to land and colonize.  Music for the mind and body here!  
We think this will be a nice addition to the electro-industrial scene, 

looking into the future!

Back to School Sale!

This month only we are offering a $10 
sale on tons of CD's!  Check out the 
website for the full list and more in-
formation on how to score some great 
music on the cheap!

Free Shipping!

For the rest of October, if you purchase 
2 or more CD's shipped anywhere in 
America, we will cover the shipping.  
Furthermore, all Canadian and Euro-
pean orders will receive half-priced 
shipping!  Visit the website for more 
details!

Check It Out!



Kill your TV.

DSBP is distributed  

globally by:

USA: Metropolois Re-

cords, WTII Records, 

Tinman Records, 

ADSR Musikwerks, 

CD Baby, and more!

CANADA: Art Of Fact, 

T.I.K. Collective

AUSTRALIA: G.U.P.

EUROPE/GERMANY: 

Broken Seal, SX Dis-

tribution, Indietec-

tive, and more!

Wrythe (SYMBIONT/LEXINCRYPT) is back 
with another dark-electro solo output here 
on DSBP!  This album is faster tempo and 
electro-industrial for the dance floor as well.
Killer tracks that will make you hungry to 
hear over and over.  If you are a SYMBI-
ONT fan, you will be wanting this disc too.  
Harsh-electro-crushing tracks with very 
personal subjects, and intense lyrics. This 
album will hold 10 new tracks which show 
some real progression for this awesome art-
ist and a collaboration track with Scott Stur-
gis (CONVERTER/PAIN STATION, etc..)

The signature sound of slower, dark, creep-
ing electro tracks are in the set of tunes 
here too.  The sound has progressed and 
production is slick.  Some power noise influ-
ences work their way into the dark synthet-
ic world of LEXINCRYPT where he connects 
to others who have been in this state of 
mind/being....

Lexincrypt

Severe Illusion

Upcoming Releases

Dark electro / harsh industrial, and dance-
floor tracks combine on "ACCOMPLISH-
MENTS OF LEOPOLD II" for a very intresting 
and hard driving set of tunes! 

Their first N.A. release is close to being 
released here on DSBP!  We are excited, 
as will you be when you hear these crafty 
electro-industrial tracks.  Ulf and Fredrik 
have definately grown on this album from 
their “D.I.R.E.” release in 2003.  You can 
hear a signature sound forming here, and a 
good amount of new sounds and style taken 
on this disc.  Not trying to write “hits” they 
focus on a consistent and interesting body 
of work here, that has so many moments it 
must be listened to in full.

Hailing from SWEDEN, SEVERE ILLUSION 
is known for their classic, and powerful in-
dustrial sounds, with the faster and slower 
tempos, and some experimental/noisy mo-
ments in there as well.  They don’t seem 
scared to try new things, and we like that.  
As a whole, this album really rises above 
the pack quite a bit.  16 new tracks with a 
signature sound and an authentic SEVERE 
ILLUSION!

DSBP c/o Tommy T.
237 Cagua NE
Albuquerque, NM 87108


